
Elevate Your Homes With A Touch Of India's Opulent
Artisanal Heritage



LI�TING
For every space , lighting plays a crucial and undeniable 

role. We realize that each fixture sets the mood and the 

aura. And we honour that by crafting distinct lighting 

pieces like no other. 



Introduction
Baaya Design Studio is a versatile and collaborative 
design studio that brings together art, culture, and 
creativity to transform residential spaces. Utilizing a 
design-led approach, we create bespoke and 
contemporary artful spaces that reflect the unique 
stories of our clients.

With a repertoire of over 70 traditional art and craft 
techniques, as well as contemporary skills, our 
skilled artisans can produce exceptional, 
personalized pieces such as art, murals, lighting, 
accessories, and gifts that can enhance the 
aesthetic appeal of any home.

Baaya Design Studio is committed to supporting 
sustainable practices and preserving traditional 
Indian techniques. By incorporating our unique, 
handcrafted pieces into residential spaces, we o�er 
socially responsible options that add character and 
charm to any home.



LOTUS �ANDELIER
A grand Chandelier made using Copper Enamelling with a parametric progression of blue 

lotus with a central light source.



URBANISTA
Chandelier made using metal wires in a brass finish with a central light source that casts a 

mesmerizing shadow e�ect



�phyr
Zephyr lamp is a sculptural light fixture inspired by the dualities of life. The enamelled 

and copper surfaces alternate amongst each other and represent the concept of ‘Day 

and Night’. The voids between the plates allow for a light breeze to flow through, thus 

inspiring the name Zephy
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�na �mp
So Luna is a moon, covering the landscape with mysterious specks of light. Faceted 

teak wood base with Brush finished brass shade.



So Luna is a moon, covering the landscape with mysterious specks of light. Faceted 

teak wood base with Brush finished brass shade.

The Blom Cascade
This regal light piece brings a heady bouquet of Heliconia flowers, Orchids and tropical 

plants into the space it adorns. Cascading Copper metal flowers with rich mauve patina, red 

copper blossoms and green patina tropical leaves come together in this abundant, profuse, 

botanical beauty. The unique blend of brass and copper radiates graceful harmony.



Petite Blom
Evoking the Heliconia's rhythmic motion, the lamp features a swirling brass base and 

graceful copper petals gently arching downwards, enclosing the light source in an embrace 

that exudes serenity and sophistication.
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